How To Profit From The Implied Volatility Rush That Happens
Before A Breakout Occurs
Breakouts in price, if handled correctly, are one of the most lucrative price patterns to recognize and
take advantage of. As an options trader, there are many more ways than one to profit from these
patterns. However, before reaching into our trading tool chest and grabbing a strategy, it is important to
understand what is truly happening and why, leading up to a breakout in price. This is especially true
when our tool chest includes derivatives. Derivatives allow us the ultimate in flexibility which comes
along with a modicum of complexity. Using a strategy not well suited for what is happening in the
identified situation, or incorrectly selecting options to populate a strategy, could result in loss. Big loss.
Typically, a breakout happens in anticipation of an event. Many times, the event is scheduled on the
calendar. The event can be specific to the underlying security; earnings, product launches, regulatory
approval of a product, etc. The event can also be specific to the sector or even market wide; new sector
regulations or taxes, FOMC meeting outcomes, etc. Sometimes the event is simply the lack of any
newsworthy events where the "natives become restless" and create drama. In fact, it is not impossible
to believe that market movers, investors that have enough capital to sway price, might instigate and
provoke the perfect storm of micro events that lead to a breakout. When you think about it, breakouts
in price, result in a transfer of wealth. Carefully orchestrated breakouts may be triggered by market
movers as a strategy to line their pockets at the expense of the rest of us.
No matter the cause, the buildup is similar. First, we see the stagnation and consolidation of price on
low volume. This is when investors are on the sidelines waiting for a story to unfold. Second, in the
associated derivatives markets, we see purchasing of futures and options as investors prepare for the
unexpected. This buying pressure on the derivatives raises their prices and therefore their implied
volatilities. Third, we see volume increase on the underlying security as investors come off the sidelines
and begin to push equally on price and each other; matched buying and selling. Fourth, shortly after the
volume buildup, any instigation, small or large, unbalances the buying and selling and a breakout may
result. Usually the trigger is the culmination of the event. There are times, too, when a breakout fizzles
and the volume subsides. Price might start gently trending. Fifth, and finally, a selloff in the derivatives
market happens, as investors decide hedges are not necessary anymore.
In my 6% Protocol Program, we embrace the many variables that make an option strategy profit.
https://6pp.today/incomefromoptions
Underlying directional price action is only one. Time passing by and changes in an option's implied
volatility also contribute. We can make money with options, not just when an underlying asset moves up
or down in price, but also if it consolidates sideways. The goal here is to pick the optimal option strategy
and populate it with the best options to reliably profit from the above cycle of events around a
breakout.
Our first exercise is to find a candidate. The lowest hanging fruit are contenders that have cyclical
scheduled events like earnings, annual product releases, periodic FOMC meeting announcements, etc.

The best is to pull up an implied volatility chart over time and look for predictable implied volatility
rushes and crushes in line with the previous events of the same nature.

When we've identified a short list that has predictable patterns in their implied volatility graphs
correlated to cyclical events, the next step is to evaluate timing. We ask ourselves, "Where are we right
now, with each of our contenders, in the progression leading to a breakout?" We look for those that
have a consolidation in price on light volume, whose implied volatility is in a cyclical trough; a low. These
are the candidates we are most interested in.

The strategies we will use to profit from the implied volatility rush and possible breakout, is either a
straddle, strangle or hybrid of the two. Straddles and strangles are when we purchase both a call and a
put option that expire on the same exercise date. A straddle is populated by a call and a put that have
the same exercise price. Conversely, a strangle is populated by a call and a put that have different
exercise prices. Exercise prices are the academics nerdy way of referring to strike price. The intrinsic "in
the money" value of a straddle and strangle looks like the letter V or V with a flat bottom, respectively,
when viewed on a profit and loss diagram.

The extrinsic "premium" value of a straddle and strangle creates a "smile curve".

Recall that the intrinsic "in the money" value is what is left over when the option strategy expires on its
exercise date. The extrinsic "premium" value is the variable amount that increases and decreases with
changes in the buying and selling pressures of the options, their implied volatilities, as well as the
amount that decreases as time passes by, theta decay.
Choosing an Exercise Date
Because we are buying-to-open these straddle and strangle strategies, the options contained within are
affected negatively by time passing by; theta decay. To minimize that effect, we want to select options
that have exercise dates that are farther out in time. The farther the better. Going farther out in time
also works for us in that the buying and selling pressures are amplified. In an option's price, the longer it
has till it expires the more a change in implied volatility will have an impact. Taking in these two
considerations, we should select options to populate our straddles and strangles that are extremely far
out in time. But, no so fast.
The implied volatility for an underlying symbol is an average of the implied volatilities of the options in
its options chain. Each individual option in the chain has its own implied volatility. Implied volatility,
after all, is simply reverse engineering an option model to solve for volatility, given all the other
variables. Implied volatility is the only variable in an option's price that cannot be measured, it must be
backed into; it is the mathematician's fudge factor.
The options with expiration dates closest in time to the date of an event, get the most exaggerated
fluctuations in buying and selling pressures and therefore changes in implied volatility. If we are trying to
optimize for the amplification of changes in implied volatility seen in the option price, as well as

minimize the effects of time passing by, both found when exercise dates are farther out in time, and we
are simultaneously trying to optimize for the exaggeration of changes in implied volatility, when exercise
dates are near term, we will need to find a happy median; a compromise. Rule of thumb tells us to go
one to three months out in time.
As a case study, we examined a near term option that had an 11% increase in its implied volatility,
compared to an option one month out that had an 8% increase. We found the ratio of amplification in
price to be one to two. For those familiar with the option greeks, the vega of the option one month out
was twice that of the near term option. Comparing apples to apples, it was as if the option one month
out was seeing a 16% increase to the near term's 11% increase.
Choosing a Strategy and Exercise Prices
With respect to using a straddle or strangle and, further, what option exercise prices to choose, we must
re-examine our intention. Our intention is to primarily profit on the implied volatility increase of the
strategy. However, if there is a break out, or any price action to speak of for that matter, we want to
secondarily profit on that. Directional price action is the frosting on our cake.
To get any price action to work for us, we must align the bottom of the strategy's smile curve to the
price pattern's consolidation (whether it be consolidating to horizontal resistance, horizontal support, or
to the intersection of ascending support and descending resistance). A straddle has its smile curve
bottom at the shared exercise prices of the call and the put. A strangle has its smile curve bottom
halfway between the exercise prices of the call and the put. If the price pattern's consolidation does not
match up with the bottoms of the closest straddle or strangle, a hybrid can be assembled.
Let us take a price pattern that is consolidating at $51.75. The straddle composed of the $52.50 call and
put, will have the bottom of its smile curve at $52.50. The strangle composed of the $52.50 call and the
$50 put, will have the bottom of its smile curve at $51.25. What if we purchased three $50 | $52.50
strangles with a bottom to their smile curves at $51.25, and two $52.50 straddles with a bottom to their
smile curves at $52.50? The geometrical bottom of the hybrid strategy would be the weighted average
of the bottoms of the two component strategies.

$51.25 + $51.25 + $51.25 + $52.50 + $52.50
= $51.75
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Another example. Let us take another price pattern that is consolidating at $238. The straddle
composed of the $240 call and put, will have the bottom of its smile curve at $240. The strangle
composed of the $240 call and the $2235 put, will have the bottom of its smile curve at $237.50. What if
we purchased four $235 | $240 strangles with a bottom to their smile curves at $237.50, and one $240
straddle with a bottom to its smile curve at $240? Again, the geometrical bottom of the hybrid strategy
would be the weighted average of the bottoms of the two component strategies.

$237.50 + $237.50 + $237.50 + $237.50 + $240
= $238
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Order Timing and Design
Timing is the last piece of the puzzle. Timing to open this trade does not have to be to the exact second,
minute or even hour. Getting the right week is good enough. First, we are going to analyze the implied
volatility chart. We are going to look at previous events and get a rough idea of how much time,
preceding the event, implied volatility increases. We want to get it down to roughly the week. We want
to answer for ourselves, about how may weeks before the events, does the implied volatility increase.
Then, looking at the upcoming event, we want to calculate back, roughly what week we will see the
implied volatility increase again.

For instance, for the last four earnings releases, we saw Nike's implied volatility increase, five weeks in
advance. If the next earnings release is scheduled for December 19, we will expect implied volatility to
increase the week of November 13.
For every day we wait for our implied volatility to increase, our premium drops due to theta decay, and
therefore so does our smile curve. The key is to enter a position early enough to realize the full increase
in implied volatility, but not too early to have the premium significantly decayed down due to time
passing by.
Once we are in the week ahead of the implied volatility rush, we have our consolidation occurring, and
we have our strategy (straddle, strangle, or hybrid) picked out and its options preselected (exercise
prices selected to match the geometrical bottom of the smile curve to the consolidation pattern, and
exercise date selected to optimize vega multiplied by the expected increase in implied volatility, as well
as de-emphasize theta decay), we are ready to open our position. We place an order to buy-to-open our
strategy, contingent on the underlying price hitting the consolidation point we centered our smile curve
on. We should setup our orders with our broker ahead of time. We should set them to "good for the
day". Our order will almost always be filled the first day, most usually in the first hour.

To close the position, we monitor implied volatility. When the implied volatility has maxed out, we can
place an order to sell-to-close our position. Depending if there was any directional price action, we may
choose to leg out of the position. Our rule of them when legging out of a straddle, strangle or hybrid, is
to exit the call options on tops and the put options on bottoms. Let us remember, though, that the
implied volatility rush is our primary profit mechanism. Any price action, below or above the
consolidation point as we wait for implied volatility to max, is a secondary bonus.
With this strategy, there doesn't need to be an actual breakout in price. Often there is not. Timing does
not have to be exact with this strategy. The takeaway is it just as easy and quite lucrative to trade the
anticipation of a breakout, versus striving to trade the less predictable breakout itself.
Sign up here for instant access to our 6% Protocol detailed video series and live weekly workshops and
trainings. No wait. No hassle. Watch all the videos immediately at once.
https://6pp.today/videoseriesnow

